NCTA 2003

STUDY TOUR TO JAPAN
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
Tokyo and Environs
Tsukiji fish market
Kabuki in Nada City
Alienation?
At the Edo Museum
Trip to Kamakura
“Fast” sushi
Shinto all around us
INTO THE MOUNTAINS
Japan Ukiyo-e museum near Matsumoto
Gassho-Zukiri homes in Shirakawago
Inside a Shirakawago home
Meal at Shirakawa-go-no-yu
Making paper
Gokoyama
Yoshijima-ke in Takayama
Inside the Jinya, Takayama
Purification at a Shinto shrine
At the Asunaro ryokan
4th of July
The morning market
THE HIROSHIMA REGION
The Peace Park
Our offering
Miyajima Island
Itsukushima shrine
Otorii gate
Himeji Castle
From the top of Himeji Castle
ON MOUNT KOYA
The cemetery where Kobo-Daishi waits
A monastery meal
Konpon Daito
A jizo statue
A shrine entry near the main gate
THE KYOTO AREA
Toribeyama cemetery
Yasaka shrine - preparation for the Gion festival
At Kinkakuji, the Golden Pavilion
At a green tea shop in Kyoto
Fushimi-Inari shrine
OSAKA
From the castle
Watching the fireworks in Kobe
THE GROUP
At Matsumoto
Shabu-shabu in Kyoto